AC A D E M I C E N T E R T A I N M E N T
OUTSTANDING SCHOOL ASSEMBLIES & CAMP SHOWS

Mystery of the Character Surprise
Bully Proof with Character Skills
Sometimes, we just want to have friends or to be happy. Other times, we want to help others and make
our schools safe and bully-free. In this engaging 45-minute show, Mystery of the Character Surprise shows
students how making good choices will help guide them to what they want.

Help others make schools safe and bully free.
They'll learn about character-building Life-skills that will bring them lots of benefits - both inside and outside
of school. They'll learn how to stop bullies in their tracks. And they'll have a blast doing it!

A number of topics help students learn how to stop bullies in their tracks!
Topics: Being responsible in achieving goals, helping others, and facing bullies. Plus: Forms of bullying,
solutions for victims, responsibilities of witnesses, tattling vs. telling. Includes: Courage | Flexibility |
Perseverance | Effort | Making Good Choices | Bullies, Targets & Bystanders | Sense of Humor |
Responsibility | Caring For Others | Honesty | Teamwork | Tattling vs. Telling

Audience: K-6 Capacity: 400
Presentation Time: 45 minutes
Set-Up Time: 45 minutes. Pleasure ensure performance space is clear and empty of classes
during set-up time.
Take-Down Time: 30 minutes
Presentation Area: Brightly lit performance space; minimum area of 8 ft. x 20 ft. Performance space can be stage or floor-level;
floor level is preferred. If performance space is floor level, please seat students on the floor and not in chairs. If the performance area
is a stage please make sure there are stairs for easy volunteer access to the performance area.
Assembly Requirements: One large table. Depending on your location, you may be asked to provide a PA system with RCA-jack
input. Nearby electrical outlet or extension cord.
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